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Title

Tomorrow There Will Be Apricots

Photographer

Tanya Habjouqa

Curated by*

Arianna Rinaldo

Type of prints and mounting

21
8
2
3

framed prints mounted on forex
full-bleed prints mounted on forex
adhesive PVC (to be produced)
video in loop on a digital frame/tablet

16
5
8
2

prints 40 x 60 cm
prints 60 x 90 cm
prints 30 x 40 cm
adhesive PVC 200 x 300 cm (to be produced)

Size of prints

Frames

brown wooden frames, no glass, hooks on the back
size: 43 x 63 cm / 63 x 93 cm

Linear development

18 linear mt minimum (spaces and PVC not included)

Video

3 video GIF playing in loop on digital frame or tablet

Set up annotations

Text material must be printed at the expense of the hosting
organization. We provide introduction text, biography and
captions both in italian and english.
The production of the 2 PVC must be printed at the
expense of the hosting organization and dimensions can
be changed according to the space, if agreed
with the artistic director of the festival.

*any changes to the selection or layout of the exhibition must be consulted with the curator
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TOMORROW THERE WILL BE APRICOTS*
FIVE YEARS IN THE LIVES OF SYRIAN WOMEN IN JORDAN (2012-2017)

The Syrian crisis devastated a country I knew and loved.
The very stability Syria once knew was extracted at a heavy price. Dissent was not tolerated,
neither speech nor association was free, and the notorious prisons of the Syrian regime were
full of those who would object. “Tomorrow There Will Be Apricots” is born out of the current
terrible moment, when even greater blackness has enveloped Syria.
As a photojournalist, I was often assigned to cover the spillover into Jordan of Syria’s disaster.
But after each story was finished and filed, I still had endless material that was outside the
scope of those assignments but needed to be shared and at the same time, needed a different
kind of canvas to be more fully explored. After all, much of what defined these Syrians’ lives
were the absences – of both people and places. But how do you photograph what isn’t there?
To overcome such challenges, I worked collaboratively with the people I photographed for
five years to create these performed portraits. This project is, therefore many things: study,
investigation, documentary, reenactment, archive, rumination, and even séance, for those
desperate to resurrect the dead or confront the past and its ghosts.
“Tomorrow There Will Be Apricots” tells this story through women using their bodies to perform
their stories, actively occupying and speaking to their confinement. An emotive and investigative narration told in three distinct chapters of the Syrian civil war. Blending metaphorical
narratives into a synthesis of performed original poetry, intimate recordings and film diaries,
moving and still imagery. An addendum section, entitled “Testimonies” addresses the stories of
what happened to the absent men in their lives. These characters have been defined by men
who are now absent from their lives, now reduced to images of the dead on mobile phones, TV
screens, or escapist imagery on Bollywood films. Unique, intimate, sexual, horrific.
All names have been changed to pseudonyms at the request of the interviewees’ for their
protection.

*Arabic proverb meaning: “I’ll believe it when I see it” – ie. you seriously doubt something is
going to happen.
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TANYA HABJOUQA

Tanya Habjouqa (1975, Amman, Jordan) is a Jordanian/Texan photographer and educator.
Her work is born out of long-term investments and collaborative methodology, blending
ethnographic research and reportage. Known for producing sensitive work underscored
by the absurd, her long-term projects focus on gender, representations of otherness,
dispossession and ever-shifting sociopolitical dynamics in the Middle East.
Her “Occupied Pleasures” was heralded by TIME magazine and Smithsonian as one of the
best photo books of 2015 (winning her a World Press Photo award in 2014). She is a member
of NOOR agency and founding member of Rawiya, the first all female photo collective of the
Middle East.
She mentors young grantees from across the Arab region for Magnum Foundation’s
“Emerging Arab Photographer Documentary Fund” together with the Prince Claus Foundation
and the Arab Fund for Arts and Culture. She is currently based in East Jerusalem.
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THE MARTYRS’ WIVES BUILDING
(2012-2014)

At first, the people said revolution! Ordinary men – transformed – became freedom fighters. With
such romantic hope and expectation mounting in parts of Syria in 2011, women fell in love with
their husbands anew. Yet we would not know this until the men were away at the front lines.
When, in 2012, we first met these members of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), as they plotted
revolution in Syria from the safety of Amman, Jordan, all we saw of their wives was a hand deftly
offering us visitors trays of coffee and tea. Only when their husbands returned to Syria to fight,
did we finally meet. And they regaled us with tales of their lust, love, fear, and hunger. But then,
one by one, their men died. Some said, so too did the revolution. It was, others said, stolen. The
protracted fighting had taken a dark and then darker turn. Fighters came from outside of Syria,
factions proliferated, and soon, the idealism of the early days of uprising had all but disappeared.
As it became clear that the Syrian regime would survive, countries like Jordan, that had hosted
opposition fighters and their families – soon to become their survivors – grew less welcoming.
The 654,582 registered Syrian refugees in Jordan live both in designated camps and in the cities,
in whatever housing their means will allow. For the women in this chapter, who have lost their
husbands to a war for a country to which they cannot return, home is now the martyrs’ wives
buildings.
The six-floor concrete apartment building, where we met the women photographed here, has
a cloth banner imprinted with the words “martyrs’ wives” hung from its roof. The identification
leaves the residents exposed and vulnerable, even when intentions are good. In the first year,
men approached the apartments asking if the women were available for fun or for marriage;
others asked about their daughters. To protect their young girls, many mothers forbid them from
attending school after puberty, leaving their daughters trapped, day in and day out, inside rooms
with windows framed by ugly curtains.
Wanting to share their experiences but also remain anonymous, the women repurposed these
very draperies, using them to perform their stories for the camera while hiding their faces.
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THIS IS HOW I DANCED, THIS IS HOW I CRY
(2017)
“She lives in a toilet.”
“They gang raped her and sipped on her lactating breasts, mocking they would find her infant
next.”
“I am dead inside. There is nothing.”
“We sang…but we did it softly.”
Looking back at my notes from over five years of interviews with Syrian refugees in Jordan –
following the same families, seeing the men die, the women struggle, and the children stagnate
– I did not think their lives could get any darker. I was wrong. These refugees are all but forgotten,
aid has dried up, and one of the few ways out – the path to Europe – is now full of nearly
insurmountable obstacles. Many of these Syrian families in Jordan have yet to be reunited with
the fathers and sons who did make it to Europe. Women and children whisper about increased
sexual abuse, afraid to officially report it. As a Syrian doctor aiding the community secretly (he is
not allowed to practice in Jordan) explained, there is a rational fear of deportation should refugees
raise their heads and complain. What is most jarring is that this is normal everyday life now.

SYRIA VIA WHATSAPP
(2014-2016)
The draw to Europe seduces entire families, but most often, because of the high risk and financial cost, it is the adult men who first make the journey. The usual plan is that the women and
children will follow through family reunification channels, once the men have legal residence in
Europe.
But those they leave behind – often just miles from the Syrian border – must wait for the call to
join, without any guarantees they will ever be able to reunite with their men. Whether in refu-gee
camps or in squalid rented apartments in the cities, these women and children are trap-ped in
an acute cycle of poverty, isolation, and anxiety as they wait for the promises of new lives from
the men in Europe to come true. In the meantime, many mothers watch their under-age sons toil
for scraps to help the family survive. Some families say the men who do choose to stay become
more broken by the day. Unable to legally work and at risk of being deported, they are stuck
inside their shelter, with little to do or show for their lives.
The guilt of those who make it to Europe is present on their stricken faces in the photos the men
send back to their families. Their haunted eyes and sheepish smiles stare out from smartphone
screens – their hunched shoulders framed by the green of Swedish forests or the red brick of
quaint German towns. In the messages they record and transmit over WhatsApp, they speak
words of encouragement and promises of a better future. They sing lullabies for their wives to
play to their children as they sleep.
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INVENTORY OF IMAGES
1) Framed prints

1.

2.

3.

Captions

Size

-

40 x 60 cm

Martyrs’ wives building resident Um Mohamud, 35, had little room in
her Peugeot as she fled Daraa with her five children, following the
death of her fighter husband in their native city. She managed to stop
long enough to film her house, thinking she might never see it again.
Indeed, it was bombed a few months later. The only sentimental item
she took was a wooden tray her husband had bought her on a trip to
Beirut. Now, she lives on donations and charity as a “wife of a martyr.”
Her phone since died, and she lost the entire trove of memories of
the life she had in Syria and the man she loved. 2013

40 x 60 cm

Aysha’s daughters during a heat wave, stuck in the apartment,
windows yielding little breeze. After their father died, their mother
was encouraged by her in-laws to remarry to lessen the financial
burden on the family. Aysha’s three young daughters are not allowed
to live with their mother now, but remain with their grandparents.

40 x 60 cm

According to a report by Save the Children, 35 percent of the 4.8
million Syrian refugees in the region are of school age. Whereas
before the conflict, 94 percent of Syrians attended primary or lower
secondary school, by June 2017, 43 percent of Syrian refugees are
now out of school. Many of these include girls living in Jordanian
cities, who upon reaching puberty, are kept at home due to fears
for their safety and of sexual harassment. Any tarnishing of their
reputation may hurt their chances for marriage, which remains for
many, the only hope to improve their situations. The women’s fear
is rooted in being outsiders in the places in which they have taken
refuge. 2012

4.

5.

-

”I have a lot of anger inside of me that I want to let out. I would give
my children my life. I would die for them a hundred times a day. So
I keep my and their humiliation inside so we have a roof over our
head. My kids are traumatized by verbal and emotional abuse. But
the Syrian sheik who runs her martyrs’ wives building has all the
power, and we have no other recourse but homelessness. So I keep
inside every insult hurled at me for the sake of my kids. If I stay silent,
he considers this as insolence, and if I do defend myself, he calls me
a whore and he keeps using bad words with the kids.”
Um Fadi, widow living in abusive charity building
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6.

7.

-

40 x 60 cm

“One day the landlord came to the house and said we could stay if
we gave him one of my teenage daughters. We refused and were
ordered to leave immediately. My daughter was only fifteen at the
time.”

40 x 60 cm

Um Ahmed, from Daraa

8.

-

9.

-

40 x 60 cm

40 x 60 cm

10.

Hala, 20, goofs around in her mother’s apartment with her siblings.
She dreams of being a poet, but fears as a divorcee and high school
drop out refugee. She has no future or options. But still she writes
her political poetry.

40 x 60 cm

11.

Selene, 36, (mother of Hala) still keeps her husband’s favorite white
slacks, fantasizing he will return. He went missing for seven months
in Syria, before she learned of his fate. She refused to see the digital
images marking his death. He was killed by a sniper in Daraa while
fighting with the FSA, leaving her with six children. She jokes with
her fellow widows that if he comes back, she will share him in the
evenings. She is the most optimistic resident in her wives of martyrs
building, noting how difficult life is in the refugee camps of Jordan.
She deeply loved her husband, and is struggling to make a future
for her children, desperate to find a husband for her divorced eldest
daughter, pragmatically feeling it is the only hope Hala has for a
future. 2014

40 x 60 cm

12.

Satellite news depicts a martyr from the Syrian Civil war. Such
images are ubiquitous on television sets and mobile phones of
Syrian refugees in Jordan. 2012
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13.

14.

15.

16.

When her husband was alive, he would send Aysha sultry texts,
poems, and fighter images from the front lines. It was by text
message she found out that he died while fighting in Syria. When her
old nokia died, she lost her trove of memories. This is the only image
she has from that time before his death. 2014

Amal an 88-year-old woman brushes her vibrant dyed hair, once her
crowning glory. She is visiting her daughter in law and grandchildren
in the ‘martyrs wives’ building. Her son died fighting in Syria. She
had advised him on his wedding night to slap his new wife once, to
assert his authority. Despite that abrupt beginning, the marriage had
been a happy one till his death. The younger women are respectful
but quietly laugh at the elderly womenís advice about how women
should live. 2014

Hala tries on her younger sister’s wedding lingerie, jokingly placing
a scarf on her face as she poses. Hala, 19, divorced her husband
after only 25 days, forced to marry her abusive cousin after her father
was killed. Her 17-year old sister was recently married to an older
Syrian after meeting him three times in two weeks. “Do not expect
me to get married like my sister. I want someone to fall in love with,”
Hala had insisted at the start of summer. By the end of summer, she
was considering a proposal from a Saudi who she had yet to meet
in person, tired of spending her days “counting ants” in the same
apartment day in and day out. 2014

“”My feelings are dead now. I’m 31 years old, widowed at 27. My
feelings are dead. My feelings are dead. I now hate men – the sheiks
managing the martyrs’ wives building tell us that men are human
wolves who want something in exchange for helping you. We
became scared for ourselves and our daughters.”

40 x 60 cm

40 x 60 cm

40 x 60 cm

40 x 60 cm

Um Fadi

17.

“I hope a software wipes everything away, I don’t even want to know
my name. I want to forget everything.”

60 x 90 cm

Hala

18.

“We break our children’s spirits, eclipsing them. If one gets into a
fight with another child, we tell them to respond with, “may God
forgive you.” Even if they are hit, don’t fight back. We don’t want to be
deported.”
Um Saleh, from Daraa, former occupant of the “martyr’s wives”
building
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19.

Layla, 15, stands alone in the niqab she recently started wearing. Her
17 year old sister has just married, leaving her alone in the house
with her widowed mother and four siblings. The marriage proposals
are already coming to her. She had dreamt of finishing high school
and becoming a teacher. She says that while early marriage was
common in Deraa, at least girls were allowed by their families to
walk freely in their community and go to school. Here, she feels she
is slowly dying indoors, day in and day out. 2014

-

60 x 90 cm

60 x 90 cm

20.

21.

Layla and Sama are 13 and 15 years old. Their mother, Um
Muhammad, 39, says life is hard without her fighter husband. The
mother of six is struggling to secure the monthly rent, is under
constant pressure to marry off her daughters to Jordanian and Syrian
suitors. Layla, right, was trampled upon in her sleep when an army
unit stormed their house looking for their father before they fled to
Jordan.

2) Adhesive PVC (to be produced)

1.

Fadia, 19, traces cracks in the walls of her rented apartment as she
describes the death of her father. After returning home from his
job as a construction laborer, shortly before the dawn prayer, he
collapsed right away onto his bed, dusting the sheets with the debris
that fell from his work clothes. Not long after, the shabiha (proregime militia) burst into their home and shot him, execution style,
in the head. He had barely woken up. When Fadia’s little brother
wailed in fear, the guns were turned on him. Fadia screamed, “Kill
me instead!” Both were spared. She now lives with her aunt on the
outskirts of Amman in a crowded one-bedroom apartment with
fifteen extended family members. They survive by digging through
trash containers and finding remnants of bread to dry and sell to
herders. This earns them a couple of dollars a day.

-

60 x 90 cm

19.

PVC adesivo
(da produrre)
20.

21.
PVC adesivo
(da produrre)

2.
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3) Full-bleed prints mounted on forex

1

2.

Sarab prepares to go to work, leaving her three children with her
mother, Um Anas (photographed 2015)
Sarab fled Syria after the regime imprisoned and tortured her for two
months. She was accused of writings sympathetic to the rebels. She
joined her mother and brothers in Jordan in 2013. Sarab’s husband
disowned her and their children once he learned that she had been
raped in prison. Her brothers and their elder sons have since made
the journey to Germany, leaving behind three women, including
Sarab and her mother, and eight small children in the house. When
Sarab’s husband divorced her, her in-laws said to her, “Forget you have
a husband. Or a father to your three children.” But unlike other Syrian
women who suffered similar sexual violence, Sarab does not hide or
deny what happened to her in jail. “My daughter is now a whore in the
eyes of society,” Um Anas says. “And I don’t give a damn. There is no finer
woman.” Sarab works part-time as a receptionist at a gym. Now that
her brothers have gone, she provides for the family left behind. “I don’t
have money. I am working to secure my kids’ schools and this house. I
don’t want anything for myself,” she said. “I just want them to be happy.”

Myriam is a 23-year-old widow of three young children struggling
to survive as an urban refugee. She is luckier than most, she has
found a job in a salon. She also does not discuss the torture and
rape she endured on the outskirts of Damascus. She waits until her
kids are asleep to break down and cry. She is determined to never
let them know what she suffered. Here she has enough for the rent,
barely. But she can’t fathom a future for herself or children in an
unchanging status quo. Two of her three children are pictured: Lara,
7, and Muhammed, 6. (photographed 2015)
Myriam barely had time to hide her breastfeeding infant under the
blankets when she heard the men breaking into her apartment.
As regime forces dragged her into a car with her mother and teen
brother, she screamed at the neighbors to watch the kids. She
believes the men were looking for her husband. Hooded, she did not
know which police station they were all taken to. She did not think
anything could be worse than watching her 17-year-old brother’s
fingernails being pulled off. But then the men stripped her naked and
threw her into a cell full of women. She was on her period, and the
women ripped the garments they did have to give her rags to stop the
flow. Then the men came again, taking her away to a dark room. Most
did not mind that she was menstruating and repeatedly gang raped
her. Her voice breaks as she describes the humiliating positioning
of her body for their pleasure. She breaks into uncontrollable sobs
describing this. The commander, however, said he would wait until
she was “clean.” As promised, he came for her a few days later. When
he noticed she was lactating, he sucked her breasts as he raped her,
laughing “Oh, you must have a baby somewhere? Shall we find your
baby?”
While she was taken, a sniper killed her husband.
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3.

4.

Muhammed, 17, farmer from Daraa. Syrian refugee in Jordan
(photographed 2017)
I began conversation with him while he was getting a series of
operations in 2015. Muhammed was tilling land with a small plowing
machine when men ran by, pursued by gunfire. Someone shot
Muhammed, causing him to fall, helpless as the machine ate both of
his legs and plowed upwards. Hearing his screams, a stranger turned
it off, and Muhammed was taken to the hospital, still attached to the
blades.

Ali, 23, worked as a carpenter in Homs (photographed 2017, incident
happened in 2014)
One afternoon, while Ali was in the shop and his friend mended the
roof, a bomb fell. His friend immediately lost both legs and one arm. He
lost his testicles too.

30 x 45 cm

30 x 45 cm

“I stayed conscious when the shrapnel hit my stomach. I flew up in the
air where more shrapnel got into my head and is still there… I believe a
sniper spotted me while I flew up and hit me with a bullet, I think aiming
for my heart. I landed hard, on my testicles. I am luckier than my friend; I
can still have a future with children. Because of the shrapnel to the head,
I have hemiparesis now. I will never be able to work as a carpenter again,
but at least I can hold my baby son. My wife’s brother and father, on the
other hand, were killed by the ‘flying carpet’, a regime technique where
prisoners are strapped down to a hinged board, the boards are brought
towards each other, bending and sometimes snapping the spine.”

Ghazi, 22, from Daraa (photographed 2012)
He began his detention in a pile of bodies, covered in water, with a live
electric cable thrown on top. He regularly endured electrocutions in
three-minute intervals while a captive of what he says was a regimeaffiliated militia. Syrians call them ‘Shabiha.’

5.

“They fried us like falafel. We would jump in the air, while others simply
passed out. They wanted information about the Free Syrian Army. Every
time I answered that I had nothing to say, they gave me a shot of ‘juice’.
This was followed by the ‘doulab,’ a great classic of the Syrian jails. The
victim, stuck in a tire suspended in the air, is beaten on the soles of the
feet below. Then came the ‘shabeh,’ which translates to ‘ghost’ in Arabic.
Your arms are tied behind your back and then your body is hoisted into
the air. I ended up telling them everything they wanted to hear, and I
was released a few weeks later, but shortly afterwards, as crazy as it may
seem, I received summons to report for military service in the regime’s
army.”

30 x 45 cm

Abu Ali’s Testimony

6.

The apartment in Amman houses a group of men of all ages, late
teens to late 40s. All are from Daraa (photographed 2012)
They claim to be Syrian regime torture survivors, each with a wound
to share. Some are more vocal than others. They explain the behavior
of a young man with small round glasses, fixated on his feet, looking
absent. He was so drunk with blows, explain his companions, that
“he loses the memory every ten minutes.” This man does not speak,
he simply nods and shares his various scars over his arms and back.
He remains silent, as if a truth was being revealed that he can barely
grasp.
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7.

Abu Zeid, clothing merchant, Syrian refugee from Daraa in Jordan
(photographed 2012)
The two weeks that Abu Zeid spent in the Military Intelligence
barracks in Daraa are engraved in his flesh. With his left hand, there
remains only a stuffed stump and two pieces of finger sewn with a fat
thread.

30 x 45 cm

“They blindfolded me and placed a small explosive device in my hand.
When I felt the blood flowing on my feet,
I understood, and I fainted.”

Abu Khattab, from Daraa (photographed 2012)
His son watches passively, clutching the opposition’s flag, as he listens
to his father stammer.

8.

“They forced us to undress. A guard pushed a stick into my rectum.
He raped my honor, and then he put the stick in my mouth and told
me to lick it. I blew my mouth, then he started laughing, saying he had
deflowered me.” He raises his eyes to the ceiling, as if to seek the
strength to continue. “I would have preferred to be in an Israeli prison,
it would have been less shameful, they want to break us in two, to take
away once and for all the desire to speak.”

4) Video
“My friends asked me to write a poem about love. I told them I
haven’t fallen in love but I will do one for them. They teased me after,
saying that Syria is always on my mind.”

1.

My love for you equals the number of tanks in Syria,
My love for you equals the number of mothers’ hearts Bashar has
shattered,
My love for you is till the death.
Love in the way of war.
Haven’t you figured it out by now?
That your lion is nothing but a panicked cat.
Hala

2.

“We have a saying: A girl is like a piece of glass. If it breaks, you can’t
put it back together.”
Syrian mother

3.

“Go to sleep, go to sleep,
I’ll catch a pair of doves for you.
Don’t believe me doves.
I’m fooling Abood
So he would sleep.
Abood, Abood, the prettiest one,
His hair is black and clean.
If you love him, you may kiss him,
But if you don’t love him, you can go away.”
Um Abood
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INSTALLATION VIEW
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